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,e collaborative demand in the Internet of ,ings (IoT) is becoming stronger. One of the collaborative challenges is the security
of interoperability between different management domains. Although cross-domain access control mechanisms exist in IoT, the
majority of them are based on a trusted third party. In addition, the heterogeneity of multidomain policies makes it difficult for
authority delegation to satisfy the principle of least authority. In this paper, we propose a blockchain-based IoT cross-domain
delegation access control method (CDDAC). ,e delegation-trajectory-on-blockchain strategy proposed enhances the scalability
of the cross-domain delegation system. ,e presented multidomain delegation trajectory aggregation scheme supports the
forensic analysis of the cross-domain delegation system. ,e performance of CDDAC is evaluated in the Ropsten, which is the
Ethereum’s official public blockchain test network. ,e experimental results show that CDDAC has faster delegation verification
speed and higher decision-making efficiency than existing work, demonstrating the lightweight and scalability of the method.

1. Introduction

Internet of,ings (IoT) has been widely used in many fields,
such as smart healthcare [1], smart transport [2], and smart
homes [3]. Among these fields, some scenarios have begun
to trend towards requiring IoT devices from different do-
mains to share data or collaborate, which makes a significant
difference from traditional single-domain applications. In a
traditional single-domain application, IoT devices belong to
the same domain, in which the domain administrator could
manage the devices security policies overall. For example, we
assume that a hospital has only one domain, in which many
IoT devices such as smart connected-beds, wearable ECG
monitors, etc., are deployed to collect patient-related data.
,e domain administrator could define security policies to
manage all the devices in the hospital, to specify which
devices can be accessed by whom and under what cir-
cumstances; for example, a patient’s ECG monitor can be
accessed by his family and nurses. In contrast, in a cross-
domain application, the users, devices, and data belong to

different domains. Many functions require devices and data
shared in multiple domains to be achieved. Assume an
application requirement that “If there is a traffic jam, the
ambulances nearby then get the alarms and some new rec-
ommended navigation routes,” it requires the traffic domain
and the hospital domain to collaborate. Traditional single-
domain access control mechanisms are difficult to meet this
requirement, since each domain administrator cannot
manage the other domain devices.

To fulfil the IoT cross-domain access control require-
ment, Payne et al. [4] connect IoT domains according to
certain agreements to form a virtual alliance. ,ey propose
the National Health Information Network (NHIN) uniting
the IoT domains of multiple hospitals to form a virtual
alliance of medical systems. ,e alliance facilitates a
smoother information flow between doctors and patients
and initially solves the problem of cross-domain access
control. However, this kind of method faces challenges in
cross-domain delegation [5]. Access right delegation is one
of the ways to realize IoT cross-domain connection [6]. Due
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to the heterogeneity of security constraints in IoT domains,
universal authorization protocols are difficult to obtain.
Authorization capabilities are commonly granted to users in
the IoTdomain by special carriers (e.g., the OAuth token, the
secret URL of IFTTT), allowing independent decisions on
whether to transfer access rights to users in another domains
for reasons of convenience or emergency response, what is
called cross-domain delegation. For example, a patient
delegates access right of his wearable ECG monitor to his
families and caregivers. In the case of a fire, the homeowner
needs to delegate the capability to open smart locks to
firefighters, which involves an ad hoc access right delegation.
While decreasing the decision-making pressure of the
trusted central server, delegation mechanism satisfies the
decentralized and dynamic characteristics of IoT, which is
considered an indispensable feature in large-scale IoT
scenarios.

Previous researches have focused on cross-domain
delegation and access control by trusted third parties [7,8],
while trusted third parties are at risk of being attacked [9].
Furthermore, cross-domain key distribution is a challenging
problem [10], and user privacy is more likely to be exposed.
Blockchain, as a decentralized mechanism that does not
require a trusted third-party potential, is seen as an op-
portunity to solve the problem of cross-domain delegation.
Existing blockchain-based methods rely on two kind
strategies of policy-on-blockchain [11–13] and right-on-
blockchain [14,15], both of which can cause difficulties in
policy changing and are constrained by blockchain per-
formance. To address the shortcomings of existing work, a
blockchain-based cross-domain delegation access control
method, CDDAC, is proposed in this paper.

CDDAC leverages the decentralized characteristics of
the blockchain, to ensure the feasibility and security of cross-
domain delegation, and provides evidence for forensic
analysis after malicious events have occurred. Our contri-
butions are as follows:

We propose CDDAC, a cross-domain delegation access
control scheme based on the blockchain. ,e delega-
tion trajectory-on-blockchain strategy makes CDDAC
more flexible and usable than other methods.
Based on CDDAC, we propose a multidomain dele-
gation trajectory aggregation method with goal-di-
rected logging. It supports forensic analysis of intra/
cross-domain delegation and contributes to suspect
validation and accountability after malicious behavior
occurs.
We conduct simulation experiments of CDDAC on IoT
devices. Experiment results show that CDDAC has a
faster token verification speed compared with CapBAC
and BlendCAC. In the meantime, CDDAC can
maintain a high consensus efficiency in the blockchain
system.

,e remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe the work related to the use of
blockchain for cross-domain access control. Section 3
mainly describes the system design of CDDAC. Section 4

describes the multidomain delegation trajectory aggregation
scheme and the basic design of forensic analysis in CDDAC.
Section 5 performs simulation experiments on CDDAC and
analyzes the corresponding experimental results. Section 6
summarizes this paper.

2. Related Work

,e existing blockchain-based cross-domain access control
strategy can be divided into policy-on-blockchain and right-
on-blockchain.

2.1. Policy-on-Blockchain. Writing access control policies
into smart contracts is a common method in blockchain-
based solutions. Novo et al. [10] propose a blockchain-based
IoT access control framework, using a management hub to
manage IoT devices and making decisions in accordance
with the access control policies on the blockchain. But the
access control policies need to be managed in a consistent
way, and the policy definition or changing is complicated. As
a method supporting flexible customization of access control
policies, Ouaddah et al. [11] propose FairAccess, a block-
chain-based access control framework. FairAccess allows
resource owners to define access control or delegation
policies and renew them to the blockchain. When there are
more participants, the cost of policy synchronization will
become unbearable. As a customized solution for cross-
domain access control, IoT Passport proposed by Tang et al.
[12] is a cross-platform blockchain framework, which uses
blockchain authentication, authorization, and trust as the
cornerstone to achieve cross-platform collaboration. How-
ever, the cross-domain policies of IoT Passport are recorded
on the blockchain, which makes policy changing more
expensive. Similarly, Gauhar et al. [16] propose a decen-
tralized blockchain-based IoT access control framework,
xDBAuth, used for single-domain or cross-domain access
control and implemented a platform authentication
mechanism in blockchain. ,e delegation policies of
xDBAuth are saved on blockchain, facing difficulties in
policy changing. In general, for the policy-on-blockchain
strategy, the design of uploading policies to blockchain not
only brings a huge synchronization burden, but also is not
convenient for policy changing, which happens so frequently
in access control systems.

2.2. Right-on-Blockchain. It is a conventional design to
substantively pass access rights, which is used to reduce the
complexity of delegation. Recently, this design has also been
used in cross-domain access control works. Yuan et al. [17]
attribute the challenge of cross-domain access control to
security and consistent delegation policies and non-
bypassable and transitive delegation control. Maesa et al.
[18] propose a blockchain-based access management
framework, which describes the operation of permission
exchange. But the access control policies and rights dele-
gation process are visible publicly on blockchain, which
leaks the privacy of users. A similar study is BlendCAC
proposed by Xu et al. [14]. BlendCAC uses capability tokens
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managed by smart contracts to delete or revoke permissions.
Although the overhead in authentication and token verifi-
cation has been proven acceptable, the delegation process is
much more complex. Nakamura et al. [15] propose a
decentralized and trusted capability-based access control
method. ,e issue is raised about the limitations of
BlendCAC’s entrusted records, and smart contracts are used
to save and manage tokens. But it only designs a new token
and does not solve the problem of poor scalability of such
solutions. In short, for the right-on-blockchain strategy, the
additional restrictions imposed will affect the delegation
freedom, which goes against the original intention of free
delegation.

In conclusion, the strategies of policy-on-blockchain and
right-on-blockchain are difficult to achieve sufficiently
flexible and scalable access control. We improve the above
defects with the help of capability tokens and the strategy of
delegation trajectory-on-blockchain. ,e proposed cross-
domain delegation trajectory aggregation scheme provides
support for forensic analysis. We only store the hash of the
delegated trajectory on blockchain. ,e decision-making
and analysis process are implemented without the block-
chain. Our method does not involve the update of access
control policies on blockchain, which brings a stronger
scalability.

3. System Design

We propose a blockchain-based IoT cross-domain delega-
tion access control method, which is called CDDAC.
CDDAC uses the blockchain to ensure the reliability of the
capability delegation trajectory in each alliance. To ensure
the flexibility of delegation and reduce the complexity of
smart contracts, we delegate the right of access decision-
making to users and domain managers. ,e goal-directed
logging and forensic analysis of the delegation trajectory
provide more security while implementing access control
policies.

CDDAC’s architecture is shown in Figure 1. Similar to
CapBAC [19], we use capability tokens to represent the
access right to be delegated. Intra/cross-domain access re-
quests from token owner will be centralized to the domain
manager. After the legality verification and the access
control policies decision, the delegation topology is gener-
ated and aggregated with the trajectory in the Delegation
Trajectory Database (DTDB). Cross-domain access requests
will be submitted to the managers of other domains; then,
the procedure of cross-domain access will be completed.,e
policy changing is simplified to DTDB updating. ,e DTDB
hash will be packaged and broadcast to all domainmanagers.
After the transaction procedure, the smart contract with the
hash will be redeployed to ensure the reliability of trajectory
data in DTDB.

In this section, we will introduce the system design of
CDDAC, including the capability token structure, domain
manager, and delegation process.

3.1.CapabilityTokenStructure. We design a capability token
structure for CDDAC. ,e classic CapBAC uses nesting
tokens to trace back the root token and verify its legitimacy
to confirm whether the capability is valid. ,is design makes
the size of the capability token increase with the depth of
delegation, which is not scalable for IoT. Due to the size limit
of smart contracts, nested tokens are not suitable for being
used in the blockchain. We find that the token structure is
essentially meant to save the delegation trajectory and
confirm its legitimacy. However, retaining the delegator’s
token in each token is a waste of resources. When the
delegation trajectory is extracted and its reliability is guar-
anteed, a nonnested capability token can be obtained. It will
greatly reduce the size of tokens and the token processing
overhead and make it possible to integrate with the
blockchain. We propose the structure of CDDAC’s capa-
bility token based on the above motivation.

,e capability token is defined as

Capcross � IDA, IDB, Caproot,Trace, ET, C, SignatureC ,

SignatureD � f IDA, IDB,Caproot, ET,Trace, C( .

(1)

(i) IDA: User A’s identity document
(ii) IDB: User B’s identity document
(iii) Caproot: the token of the root owner with the

capability
(iv) Trace: the delegation trajectory after User A adds

Node B
(v) ET: the validity period of the capability
(vi) C: the blank bits containing context-related in-

formation, or whether the capability can be
delegated

(vii) SignatureC: signature of capability token by do-
main manager

(viii) f: one-way hash function

In the capability token used by CDDAC, ID is used to
identify the virtual/real identity of users and is used by the
delegator to verify the token validity. Caproot is the original
capability token.,e signature of the root user can be used to
verify authenticity. Trace is the capability trajectory that the
delegator knows, which is constructed by the delegator. ,e
domain manager confirms the authenticity of Trace based on
the records saved in the DTDB. It is worth noting that the
Trace in a single capability token is incomplete.,e complete
delegation trajectory is aggregated by the domain manager
based on the Traces in all capability tokens. ET records the
validity period of the capability, which is used to judge the
legality of the capability. C is used to save the context in-
formation, or to mark whether the capability can be dele-
gated. SignatureC is the digital signature of the domain
manager, which means that the token has been received and
the legality has been initially verified.
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3.2. Domain Manager. ,e domain manager (DM) is re-
sponsible for collecting delegated trajectories, updating the
DTDB, and updating the smart contract. All cross-domain
access will be recorded and uploaded to DTDB by the
domain manager, to guarantee the reliability of access with
the help of blockchain.

3.3. Delegation Process. ,e delegate process of CDDAC is
shown in Figure 2. First, the delegator sends a delegation
request to the domain manager and presents the capability
token constructed by itself. ,is step is to ensure that the
domain manager can get a complete delegation trajectory.
After the trajectory and root token are certified to be legal, it
is deemed that the delegation meets the basic security re-
quirements. ,e capability token will be digitally signed and
transmitted to the delegator. ,en, the domain manager will
update the information in DTDB according to the delegation
trajectory of the effective capability token. ,e delegated
trajectory aggregation will be completed by the domain
manager and uploaded to the DTDB. ,e DTDB returns the
new Hash and redeploy the smart contract. ,en, the access
right delegation is completed.

3.4. Intra/Cross-Domain System Implementation

3.4.1. Intradomain System. ,e blockchain is not required
for the intradomain access control system, but the delegation
trajectory stored in DTDB is necessary. Figure 3 shows the
delegated access control method in a single-domain system.
,e root token is issued by the cloud platform. To improve
the scalability of tokens, we use a single-layer structure of
capability tokens and adopt a weakly coupled central
structure, which means that the domain manager only
participates in the issuance procedure of the token, not in the
actual use process of the capability. ,is method guarantees
the freedom of delegation.

,e delegation procedure is the same as described in
Section 3.3. During the delegation process, all delegation
trajectories will be aggregated and stored in DTDB. DM and
DTDB record the delegation trajectory and do not evaluate

the delegation accuracy. When the resource server (RS)
receives an access request with a capability token, it needs to
verify whether the token has been authenticated by the DM.
If the user accesses RS for the first time, RS can request the
DM to verify the security according to the current situation.
For example, a new user shows a capability token and asks to
open the classroom door at 0 : 00. RS judges that the behavior
is abnormal according to the basic access control policies.
,en, it queries the delegation trajectory, sends a warning to
DM, and requests security analysis. RS can receive DM’s
instructions to deal with delegation changes, revocations, or
other events. Context from IoT sensors can also be used for
decision-making.

3.4.2. Cross-Domain System. Figure 4 shows a cross-domain
access control system. We divide the cross-domain system
into four layers according to their functions. ,e Delegation
Layer is composed of users in multiple domains, including
the subject and object of access control. ,e Access Control
Layer consists of multiple-domainmanagers. In Figure 4, the
domain managers of Domain A and Domain B are two
domain servers (DS). ,is layer is mainly responsible for the
collection and cross-domain access control of the multi-
domain system. ,e Trajectory Storage Layer is the DTDB,
which is responsible for the storage of delegate trajectories
and the generation of new hash. ,e Blockchain Layer is the
blockchain, which provides reliability guarantee for the
delegation trajectory [20].

To make a final judgment on the legality, the root token
must exist in each issued capability token. ,erefore, cross-
domain access requires root tokens in other domains, as the
seed of the delegation chain. As shown in Figure 4, if a user
in Domain B wants to access resources in Domain A, the
resources in Domain A must delegate capability to Domain
B. For example, ifAlice issues the Root Token to Bob, Bob can
access Alice’s resources in Domain A and continue to del-
egate the Token αi, so that other nodes in Domain B have the
capability to access the resources. All delegation behavior
described above should be recorded in DTDB.

Blockchain

Sourse Device

Domin A Domin B

Sourse Manager Traget Manager

Target Device

DTDB

Legality Verification

Access Control Policies
hash

Delegate Topology Generation

TA

Forward
Legality Verification

Access Control Policies

Delegate Topology Generation

TA

Feedback

Figure 1: ,e basic architecture of CDDAC.
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,e basic data structure in smart contract is a six-
tuple〈ID, Statue, URI, Hash, C, SignatureD〉, where the
following hold:

(i) ID: the identity of the domain manager
(ii) Statue: the statue of change, such as access recording

or access, has been successful
(iii) URI: the storage location in DTDB
(iv) Hash: the hash value of DTDB
(v) C: the blank bits containing context-related

information
(vi) SignatureD :f⟶ ID × Statue × URI × Hash × C

is a one-way hash function used as the signature of
the domain manager

,e trajectory modification behavior corresponds to the
domain manager identity by ID. ,e SignatureD also has the
same effect. Statue is the statue of change, which is part of
the goal-directed logging, to facilitate forensic analysis. URI

indicates the data storage location in the DTDB. Hash is to
confirm the integrity of DTDB, and it is also the main
content of the smart contract. C can be used to record the
context information such as time information.

4. Trajectory Aggregation and Forensic Analysis

In this section, we will introduce the multidomain trajectory
aggregation method and the forensic analysis method in
CDDAC.

4.1. Trajectory Aggregation. ,e delegation trajectory is
written into the token by the delegator. Different branch
nodes on the delegation chain do not have a compre-
hensive understanding of the delegation trajectory;
therefore, the domain manager needs to extract and
aggregate the delegation trajectory. We will introduce the
workflow of delegation trajectory aggregation and goal-
directed logging.

4.1.1. Delegation Trajectory Aggregation. As shown in Fig-
ure 5, Users A–D are delegated capability in turn. We find
that the delegate trajectories from Users A, B, C, and D are
not the same.,ey do not entirely contain each other. When
User B delegates the capability to User D, he does not know
that User A has delegated the capability to User C. ,e
inherent information gap in the delegation process leads to
the incompleteness of the delegation trajectory in a single
capability token. ,erefore, the domain manager needs to
collect all the capability tokens, extract the topology of
delegation trajectories, and aggregate them to obtain the
complete delegation trajectory.

,e delegation trajectory may cross multiple domains,
and the domain managers may not know the identity of each
user. Cross-domain access control also faces the challenge of
devices shared by multiple domains, or the free devices.
,ese make it difficult to obtain a complete cross-domain
delegation trajectory. ,erefore, the trajectories submitted
by different domain managers should be aggregated twice
for cross-domain delegation.

4.1.2. Goal-Directed Logging. Goal-directed logging mainly
provides the ability to quickly respond to security incidents.
When a security incident occurs, people usually hope to find
vulnerabilities from the messy resource server logs. Addi-
tional log analysis [21] will extend the existence time of
access control vulnerabilities, causing more serious damage
to the system. In the meantime, relying on the access log that
records the occurrence of access, the system has almost no
dangerous warning functions. ,e dangerous behavior has
occurred at least once when it is recorded.,e importance of
the goal-directed logging is thus reflected.

We propose a goal-directed logging for CDDAC. ,e
delegation trajectory of the cross-domain delegation is saved
in the DTDB. Figure 5 shows the workflow of delegation
trajectory aggregation. ,e node structure of delegation
trajectory in DTDB is [Cap, User, EffectTime, AccessTime].
Among them, [Cap] records the description of the capability.
[User] records the user ID who has used this capability.

1. Token Authentication Request

3. Delegator’s Pubilc Key

4. Server’s Public Key

5. Authenticated Token

2. Ask for Public Key
6. Update Request

8. Aggregated Trajectory

9. Hash

7. Database’s Public Key

10. hash

Delegator

Blockchain

Domain Manager DTDB

Figure 2: Delegation process of CDDAC.
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[EffectTime] records the validity period of the capability.
[AccessTime] records the time when the user uses the ca-
pability. As each cross-domain access will be captured by the
domain manager, all information needed can be obtained
from the data packet. We use this method to achieve goal-
directed logging of CDDAC.

4.2. Forensic Analysis. Due to the uncertainty of the capa-
bility flow, the cross-domain delegation systems are more
likely to suffer security incidents caused by misallocation of
capabilities. Since the capability delegation is determined by
users, we cannot determine whether the delegation con-
forms to the principle of least privilege. It is also difficult to
determine whether the capability delegation is under attack.
,e resource server can only detect the process legitimacy
and passively provide capabilities recorded in the token.
,erefore, the occurrence of security incidents is difficult to
predict. Forensics analysis is particularly important to deal
with such problems. CDDAC provides forensic analysis by
establishing DTDB. In this section, we present the definition
and examples of forensic analysis in CDDAC, including
change warning and record analysis.

4.2.1. Definition. A stable access control scheme can be
defined as a pair〈Γ,Ψ〉, where Γis a set of states and Ψ is the
state-changing policies. ,en, we can describe a forensic
instance as follows:

F � < c,ψ, p, q, π, L>, (2)

where 〈c,ψ〉 is a specific access control system, c ∈ Γ is the
system state and ψ ∈ Ψ is the rule caused the state change; p
is the known past state of the system; q is a query by which
we can get the information of the past state; π is the result of
a forensic analysis; and L is the system logs.

In fact, we can get the past system state from p,
p⟶ ∗

ψ c. ,en, we can establish a state-changing sequence
c1⟶ ψc2⟶ ...⟶ ∗

ψ c as the evidence chain or the
backtracking of errors.We use DTDB to catch the delegation
behaviors as p and save the access logs as L in CDDAC. ,e
DTDB supports multiple query methods q, constructs the
capability trajectory, and finally gives a forensic analysis
result π to users.

4.2.2. Change Warning. In a stable access control system,
there will be fewer transfers, revocations, and modifications
to sensitive capabilities. In other words, any changes to
sensitive capabilities should be considered as threats, and
administrator should be warned. ,e delegation system
transfers the right of delegation capabilities to users, and the
occasional misjudgment of the node brings a number of risks
to the system. We believe that we should pay more attention
to the change of sensitive capabilities, while ensuring the
scalability of the system. ,erefore, we reserve the user’s
delegation right for all capabilities, and the verification right
of sensitive capabilities is given to the domain administrator.
,e specific approach is as follows. First, we divide the set of
sensitive capabilities. For the sensitive delegation trajectory
that we want to closely monitor, when the number of nodes
increases (only the increase of nodes will bring a threat to a
stable system), an early warning will be issued to

Platform

A

B

C

Caproot

CapA

CapB

Inquire

DM
Upload

Upload

UploadInquire

Sensors RS

Inquire

Access
Modify

DTDB

Figure 3: Delegated access control method in a single-domain system.
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administrator, and the legitimacy of the completed dele-
gation trajectory will be checked. If it does not meet the
access control policies, we can revoke the capability at the
first time. We use this method to achieve change warning in
CDDAC.

4.2.3. Suspect Analysis. ,e suspicion analysis is mainly for
the policy allocation errors. ,anks to the change warning
mechanism, we have eliminated the misallocation of ca-
pabilities due to user’s decision-making errors. However, the
following situation is still possible: a “security” capability
actually has the danger to cause a security incident, which is
called the capability configuration error. Capability con-
figuration errors often occur in the actual operation of
system [22,23]. We cannot completely avoid the occurrence
of security incidents. What is important is how to accurately
and quickly conduct suspicion analysis.

In CDDAC, we use the AccessTime stored in the dele-
gation trajectory for suspicion exclusion/conviction.
AccessTime plays a role in goal-directed logging when se-
curity incidents occur. Goal-directed logging only records
things that may be useful for forensic analysis. It has been
expected to greatly reduce the size of log records that require
forensic query [24]. In DTDB, the AccessTime stored by each
node records the operation type and access time, which are
the core information required for forensic analysis. Acces-
sTime is automatically generated in delegated trajectory
aggregation, which avoids additional data reduction work.
We can easily record the location and time of a security
incident and directly query the Cap andAccessTime stored in
the DTDB. ,en, we can evaluate whether the node may
have the capability, whether it does possess the capability,
and whether the capability is used. We can exclude users
from suspicion, or convict users, in need of different
situations.

5. Evaluation

We conduct experiments on the performance of CDDAC
and compare it with existing works.

5.1. Implementation. Domain managers are two laptops
with the following configurations: the CPU is 1.6GHz Intel
Core i5 (4 cores), the RAM is 8GB, and the operating system
is Ubuntu 16.04. Each laptop manages 2 to 8 Raspberry PI 4
Model B as IoT devices. Redis 5.0.8 is used to manage the
delegation trajectory data. Ropsten is used as the blockchain
on the public network, which is the Ethereum’s official
public test network [25]. We use it to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our approach.

5.2. Performance

5.2.1. Token Processing Overhead. To evaluate the token
efficiency of CDDAC, we randomly generate capability
tokens with different delegation depths, to evaluate the token
processing overhead of existing works. We define the token
processing overhead as the time cost of obtaining the

required information from the capability token. Because of
the different token structures and processing flows of each
scheme, the composition of the token processing overhead is
different. In CapBAC, the token processing overhead is the
time, which can be expressed as


N
n�1(T

Decryption
n + TVerification

n ), where n is the number of
token layers. In BlendCAC, the token processing overhead
mainly includes the time for querying capability data from
the smart contract and the time for parsing JSON data from
the request. In CDDAC, the total processing time is com-
posed of the decryption time, the verification time, the smart
contract running time, and DTDB querying time. Token
efficiency, which is the token processing overhead, repre-
sents the minimum resource consumption when the capa-
bility is used. High-efficiency tokens are accompanied by
lower resource overhead, which is more suitable for light-
weight IoT devices. It can be known from the calculation
method that the token processing overhead is associated
with the token layers and the number of nodes. Although we
randomly generated the delegation trajectories, there is only
one node at each layer of the capability token. We use this
method to control irrelevant variables. RSA1024 is used for
encryption and signature of all the three schemes. ,e ex-
perimental result is shown in Figure 6.

We compare the token processing overhead of CDDAC
with CapBAC [19] and BlendCAC [14]. CDDAC uses the
proposed single-layer capability tokens, CapBAC uses classic
nested capability tokens, and BlendCAC uses capability tokens
based on smart contract. ,e size of token increases with the
number of layers in the three approaches, but the token
processing procedure is different, which makes the difference
of token processing overhead. Due to its layer-by-layer de-
cryption design, the processing time of CapBAC increases
greatly with the delegation depth, which makes it difficult to be
used in large-scale systems. BlendCAC adopts the right-on-
blockchain strategy. ,e key value of the token is extracted by
the smart contract, so the token processing speed has little to do
with the depth of delegation, which is about 200ms. CDDAC
uses the single-layer capability token, which prevents the ex-
cessive token complexity.,e single verification greatly reduces
the token processing overhead, so the processing time is always
kept to a minimum. It shows that CDDAC’s token design is
more suitable for lightweight IoT devices.

5.2.2. Smart Contract Decision-Making Overhead. ,e de-
cision-making overhead of a strategy is defined as the smart
contract running time, and its changing trend is the man-
ifestation of the scheme scalability. ,e decision-making
cost of a scalable scheme should not increase drastically as
the number of access control policies increases. We corre-
spond policy entry to delegated behavior and evaluate the
smart contract running time of the policy-on-blockchain,
the right-on-blockchain, and the trajectory-on-blockchain
strategies (which is used by CDDAC). ,e experimental
result is shown in Figure 7.

It can be seen that the decision-making overhead of
existing blockchain-based approaches increases as the smart
contract complexity increases. Since the policy-on-blockchain
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strategy writes access control policies by the form of smart
contract, the complexity of smart contract will increase with
the scale of policies, and its decision-making timewill increase
linearly with the number of policies, with the largest slope.
,e right-on-blockchain strategy extracts token attributes and
checks whether the attributes exist in the smart contract, to
make an access control decision. ,e decision-making time
also expands with the expansion of the token scale, but the
slope is smaller than the strategic plan. In trajectory-on-
blockchain strategy, after obtaining the token, an inquiry will
be initiated to DTDB, then decision will be made after ver-
ifying the authenticity. ,is procedure has little relevance to
the number of policies, which brings an excellent scalability to
CDDAC.

5.2.3. Policy Changing Overhead. Policy changing is an
essential feature in an IoT access control system, which is
always completed as a transaction in blockchain-based

schemes. It is defined as the transaction time. We evaluate
the policy changing overhead of three strategies.,e result is
shown in Figure 8.

,e policy changing of the three strategies all involve
the changing of smart contract. It will cost a long time to
redeploy the smart contract, which brings the large cost of
policy changing. ,e average cost is about 12 seconds. In
policy-on-blockchain strategy, smart contracts need to be
rewritten and deployed once a policy is changed, which
enhance the policy changing complexity. ,e right-on-
blockchain strategy modifies the token parameter set in
the smart contract, to change access control policies.
,ere is no need to rewrite the smart contract logic, so the
policy is easier to change. ,e trajectory-on-blockchain
strategy changes the content of DTDB, generates a new
hash, and publishes it to a new smart contract. It has the
lowest policy changing complexity, but it is still limited by
the redeployment overhead of smart contract. When the
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smart contract redeployment overhead is shortened, the
policy changing overhead of CDDAC will gain a clear
advantage.

5.3. Discussion. Benefiting from the design of extracting
delegation trajectory, the complexity of CDDAC’s capability
token has been simplified, which greatly reduces the token
processing overhead. ,e design of policy-on-blockchain
and right-on-blockchain has been cancelled, which reduces
the complexity of smart contracts, reduces the cost of de-
cision-making, and ensures the high scalability of CDDAC.

In themeantime, the policy changing process of CDDAC has
been simplified. Although the test on the public blockchain
network does not show obvious advantages, when the re-
deployment time of smart contracts is shortened, its effi-
ciency will be reflected. ,e test of CDDAC has proved its
significant progress in token processing overhead and smart
contract decision-making overhead. CDDAC canmaintain a
token processing speed about 30ms and a decision-making
speed of about 110ms. In short, as a delegation-oriented IoT
cross-domain access control system, the lightweight and
scalability of CDDAC show obvious advantages compared
with existing works.
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6. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce CDDAC, a blockchain-based IoT
cross-domain delegation access control method. ,e capa-
bility token structure of CDDAC is more suitable for
lightweight devices. ,e adopted trajectory-on-blockchain
strategy greatly enhances the scalability of the system and
has a simpler policy changing process. We propose a
multidomain delegation trajectory aggregation mechanism
to support forensic analysis of intra/cross-domain delega-
tion, which is beneficial to the confirmation and account-
ability of suspicion after malicious behavior occurs. We
evaluate the performance of CDDAC in the Ropsten. ,e
results show that CDDAC has the advantages of lightweight
and scalability compared with similar research. In the future,
we will design a privacy protection mechanism in the
process of cross-domain delegation based on the idea of
CDDAC and combine CDDAC with the alliance chain to
achieve a more complete cross-domain delegation access
control system.
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